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What’s On  

Coming Up 
Tue 10 Aug Islamic New Year 

Sun 15 Aug STUPID climb – The Forbidden Mountain 

Sun 15 Aug Austrian MotoGp 

Tue 17 Aug Indonesian Independence Day 

Sun 29 Aug Belgian F1 Grand Prix 

Sun 29 Aug British MotoGp 

Sun 29 Aug  STUPID climb- Mount Ungaran 
 

The News This Week   

Chernobyl Alcohol Seized  
In 2019, a group of scientists and distillers decided 

to create a bold new type of booze: Atomik, an 

artisanal alcoholic spirit made from ingredients 

grown in the Chernobyl nuclear power plant's still-

radioactive exclusion zone.  
A scene from the Chernobyl exclusion zone  

 

Now, the first batch of Atomik is finally complete 

- and all 1,500 bottles of it have been seized by 

Ukrainian Secret Services agents for unknown 

reasons, according to a statement from Atomik's 

manufacturer, The Chernobyl Spirit Company. 

"It seems that they are accusing us of using forged 

Ukrainian excise stamps, but this doesn't make sense since the bottles are for the U.K. market and are clearly 

labelled with valid U.K. excise stamps," Jim Smith, founder of the company and a professor at the University of 

Portsmouth in the U.K., said in the statement. 

Elina Smirnova, a lawyer representing the company, added 

that the seizure was a "clear violation" of Ukrainian law. If 

Atomik does make its way onto shelves, it will be the first 

consumer product from the Chernobyl region since the 

infamous 1986 meltdown, the company said. 
 

A prototype bottle of Atomik.  
 

Soon after the nuclear disaster, officials deemed the 

Chernobyl exclusion zone - the 2,600 square kilometers area 

surrounding the damaged power plant - uninhabitable by 

humans for 24,000 years. However, plants and animals are 

now thriving in the region - and so is tourism. According to 

local tourism officials, Chernobyl sees upwards of 60,000 

visitors a year, with visits spiking after the May 2019 debut 

of HBO's "Chernobyl" miniseries. 
 

Atomik is made from apples grown in Ukraine's Narodychi District, which sits on the edge of the exclusion zone 

and was heavily polluted by fallout from the meltdown. This region still has a population of nearly 10,000 

people, according to Ukraine's State Statistics Service, and must abide by stringent agricultural restrictions. 
 

https://www.livescience.com/39961-chernobyl.html
https://www.atomikvodka.com/post/press-release-06-may-2021
https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-society/2441788-60000-tourists-visited-chernobyl-zone-last-year.html
https://www.ukrinform.net/rubric-society/2441788-60000-tourists-visited-chernobyl-zone-last-year.html
http://database.ukrcensus.gov.ua/PXWEB2007/ukr/publ_new1/2020/zb_chuselnist%202019.pdf


With Atomik, Smith and his colleagues hope to 

prove that some products made near  the exclusion 

zone can be safe for consumption, according to the 

company's website. Several years ago, the Atomik 

team tested rye crops from the exclusion zone for 

radiation, and found that the grains were indeed 

contaminated. However, Smith said, all traces of 

radiation were removed during the distillation 

process, making Atomik no more dangerous than 

other commercially available spirits. 
 

The Chernobul explosion 
 

Since then, the founders have changed their recipe 

from a rye-based booze to an apple-based one - 

but, according to Smith, the distillation process 

still renders the final product completely radiation-free. If Atomik makes it to liquor shops, 75% of the 

company's profits will be used "to help bring jobs and investment to the Chernobyl affected areas of Ukraine and 

to further support the community," according to the company's statement. 
 

In the meantime, would you care to try a bottle of wine exposed to cosmic radiation aboard a space station for 14 

months? It'll only cost you $1 million. 
 

Hiroshima Shadows  

Black shadows of humans and objects, like bicycles, were found scattered across the sidewalks and buildings 

of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, two of the largest cities in Japan, in the wake of the atomic blast detonated over each 

city on Aug. 6 and 9, 1945, respectively. It's hard to fathom that these shadows likely encapsulated each person's 

last moments. But how did these shadows come to be?  
 

According to Dr. Michael Hartshorne, emeritus 

trustee of the National Museum of Nuclear Science 

and History in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and 

professor emeritus of radiology at the University of 

New Mexico School of Medicine, when each bomb 

exploded, the intense light and heat spread out from 

the point of implosion. Objects and people in its path 

shielded objects behind them by absorbing the light 

and energy. The surrounding light bleached the 

concrete or stone around the "shadow."  
 

A human shadow on the steps of a bank in Hiroshima, 

following the explosion of the nuclear bomb in August 1945.  
 

In other words, those eerie shadows are actually how the sidewalk or building looked, more or less, before the 

nuclear blast. It's just that the rest of the surfaces were bleached, making the regularly colored area look like a 

dark shadow.  
 

Hydrogen bombs, or thermonuclear bombs, are more powerful than atomic or fission bombs. The difference 

between thermonuclear bombs and fission bombs begins at the atomic level.The intense energy released during 

an atomic explosion is the result of nuclear fission, which occurs when a neutron strikes the nucleus of a heavy 

atom, like the isotopes uranium 235 or plutonium 239. (An isotope is an element with varying numbers of 

neutrons in its nucleus.) During the collision, the element's nucleus is broken apart, releasing a large amount of 

energy. The initial collision sets off a chain reaction that continues until all of the parent material is exhausted. 
 

https://www.livescience.com/38169-electromagnetism.html
https://www.livescience.com/space-aged-wine-christies-million-dollars.html
https://www.livescience.com/45509-hiroshima-nagasaki-atomic-bomb.html
https://www.livescience.com/nuclear-bomb-wwii-shadows.html
https://www.livescience.com/nuclear-bomb-wwii-shadows.html
https://www.livescience.com/nuclear-bomb-wwii-shadows.html
https://www.livescience.com/nuclear-bomb-wwii-shadows.html
https://www.livescience.com/23326-fission.html
https://www.livescience.com/39773-facts-about-uranium.html
https://www.livescience.com/39871-facts-about-plutonium.html


"The chain reaction occurs in a pattern of exponential growth that last[s] a millisecond or so," said Alex 

Wellerstein, an assistant professor of science and technology studies at the Stevens Institute of Technology in 

New Jersey. "This reaction splits about a trillion, trillion atoms in that period of time before the reaction stop[s]." 

The atomic weapons used in the 1945 attacks were fueled by uranium 235 and plutonium 239 and released a 

massive amount of heat and very shortwave, gamma radiation. 
 

Energy flows as photon waves of varying lengths, 

including in long waves, like radio waves, and in 

shortwaves, like X-rays and gamma-rays. 

Between long waves and shortwaves lie visible 

wavelengths that contain energy that our eyes 

perceive as colors. However, unlike energy with 

longer waves, gamma radiation is destructive to 

the human body because it can pass through 

clothing and skin, causing ionizations, or the loss 

of electrons, that damage tissue and DNA. 
 

The Hiroshima nuclera explosion 
 

The gamma radiation released by the atomic 

bombs also traveled as thermal energy that could reach 10,000 degrees Fahrenheit. When the energy hit an 

object, like a bicycle or a person, the energy was absorbed, shielding objects in the path and creating a bleaching 

effect outside the shadow. In fact, there were likely many shadows initially, but most of the shadows would have 

been destroyed by subsequent blast waves and heat. 
 

On Aug. 6, 1945, an atomic bomb nicknamed Little Boy detonated 580 

meters above Hiroshima, Japan's seventh-largest city. According to 

the World Nuclear Association, the explosion was equivalent to 16,000 

tons  of TNT exploding, which sent a pulse of thermal energy rippling 

across the city. The pulse flattened 13 square kilometers of the city. 

Almost one-quarter of the population of Hiroshima died immediately. 

Another quarter died of the effects of radiation poisoning and cancer in 

the months that followed. 
A person's shadow on bank steps in Hiroshima, Japan,  

which was created during the 1945 nuclear blast  
 

Three days after that blast, the United States detonated a second atomic 

bomb, nicknamed Fat Man, over Nagasaki. The plutonium 239 bomb 

released a 21,000-ton explosion that produced similar patterns of 

destruction and death across the city. Emperor Hirohito announced 

Japan's surrender on Aug. 15 and signed the formal declaration on Sept. 

2, 1945, ending the hostilities in the Pacific theater and bringing World 

War II to a close.  
 

The United States targeted both Japanese cities during the war for their military significance. As time has passed, 

the long-term consequences of the radiation released by each bomb has raised significant questions about their 

use. Many of the shadows etched into the stone were lost to weathering and erosion by wind and water. Several 

nuclear shadows have been removed and preserved in the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Museum for future 

generations to ponder these events. 
 

"I think it is very important to keep in mind the consequences of the use of nuclear weapons," said Wellerstein. 

"It is very easy to regard these weapons as tools of statecraft and not weapons of mass destruction. The nuclear 

shadows serve as a potent reminder of the human cost of [atomic weapon] use." 
 

https://www.livescience.com/50399-radio-waves.html
https://www.livescience.com/32344-what-are-x-rays.html
https://www.livescience.com/50215-gamma-rays.html
https://www.livescience.com/37247-dna.html
https://www.realclearscience.com/blog/2019/08/06/startling_facts_about_the_atomic_bombings_of_hiroshima_and_nagaski.html
https://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/safety-and-security/non-proliferation/hiroshima,-nagasaki,-and-subsequent-weapons-testin.aspx
https://www.newsweek.com/how-many-people-died-hiroshima-nagasaki-japan-second-world-war-1522276
http://hpmmuseum.jp/?lang=eng


Solo News 
Sunday’s Stupid Climb 
Last Sunday was to be the first Elephant Mountain hike – there are 15 so called peaks on Java island. Setting off 

from Solo at the sensible hour of 8am, we leasurely made our way up and over the Cermoro Sewu pass on 

Gunung Lawu. There were 2 police blocks on the way. The first was at the market at Tawangmangu, where 2 

waving policemen wanted to stop us because Michael wasn’t wearing a face mask. Unfortunately we sort of 

didn’t see them, and Kartini the Kijang went sailing past at a rather high speed.  
 

Further on, at the top of the pass there was another 

roadblock, this time a little more serious as it consisted 

of barriers, police, army and various other personel 

right across the road.We managed to talk our way 

through, and even get off without a fine for forgetting 

to put on the face mask. The road down the eastern side 

of Lawu was steep and very foggy, so cautiously 

descended, and then turned south to the little town of 

Genilangit. It’s pretty, somewhat hilly country, with a 

few ricefields, but mainly vegetable crops and small 

forests. 
 

The road in to Wonomulyo is nice planted with floers and bushes 
 

Not long afterwards we were at Genilangit, but took a 

wrong turn, and ended up on an ever shrinking road that ended up as a goat track. A very nice local on a 

motorbike with his young daughter voluanteeered to show us the correct route, and escorted us back to 

Genilangit and the right road. Then it was west up the mountains. The road to our destination, the tiny hamlet of 

Wonomulyo, is tarmacked all the way, but narrow , steep and with many sharp corners on steep inclines. Not a 

for the faint hearted. The local government has planted flowers and bushes along the way, and with the towering 

trees and absence of Silly Selfie Stuff, it was rather beautiful. 
 

 

                 Mama Titin trudges uphill                                                                The road to the waterfall is well paved 
 



At Wonomulyo, we found a place called Pos Jobolarangan. The name of the Forbidden Mountain! The one that 

we have been wanting to climb for the last three years! A couple of young guys gave us some very useful 

information. Firstly that in that area, there was no such Gunung Gajah or Elephant Mountain. We showed them 

the Google map, and appparently the local name of the mountain is Gunung Kakusan. It was a 3 hour climb, and 

the views at the top are limited because of the big trees on the peak.  

  
                                        Tirtasari waterfall                                                              Michael with Christian from Ponorogo 
 

Secondly, (and most importantly!) there is a very new track up Jobolarangan from this village. It takes 3-4 hours 

to ascend, so probably 2.5 to descend. This is important information for the future. In the end, because of time 

and otherr restraints, we decided on a hike to a waterfall called Tirtosari. A narrow, well pavedc track, suitable 

for morbikes but not cars, led up from Wonomulyo. We trekked past fierds of leeks and onions, carrots and 

cauliflowers, and were greeted by the always friendly farmers.  
 

The waterfall is not large, but it’s lovely. It had a good 

amount of icy-cold water running, despite it being the 

middle of the dry season. The location is above the 

cultivated fields, and thus surrounded by green forests. 

And as yet, has not been Selfifiedor become too touristy a 

great blessing. In fact the only other vistors were a young 

Indonesian couple from Ponorogo, who loved climbing 

moutains and visting pristine places. 
As we descended, the mists set in behind us 

 

And so, back down the hill to the village, and down to the 

Tawangmangu road to buy strawberries and enjoy a 

belated lunch, before returning to Solo. .       
 

 



Rewards For Getting This Far  

 
 

Quote: “Nothing else in the world . . . not all the armies . . . is so powerful as an 

idea whose time has come.” – French author Victor Hugo (1802-1885) 
  

Thought for the week: You can’t buy hapiness, but you can buy icecream. And 

that’s kind of the same thing. 
 

Contact:  Michael or Wouter                                                                        

                 Hp: 0815 4841 8500   

                 Email:   michael@armadaorient.com                                             Victor Hugo 

http://www.quotery.com/authors/victor-hugo/
mailto:michael@armadaorient.co
http://www.quotery.com/authors/victor-hugo/

